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Mazel Tov to Michael and Debbie Black on the occasion of engagement
of Tova to Yitzchok De Lange from London

Reminder for Tisha b’Av

Motzei Shabbos is 10.37 and Maariv will be 10.50 to allow time to
change into non leather shoes and bring Kinnos and low chair AFTER
Shabbos. Alternatively bring them to Shul before Shabbos. It is not
permitted to carry these on Shabbos (carrying in the eruv is only
permitted for Shabbos use), nor may the shoes be worn on Shabbos.

Siyum For Lockdown Learning

The Siyum for the learning of Gemoro Shabbos will take place after
davening next Shabbos. If you took on any learning please make sure to
complete it by then! If you cannot remember what you took on there is a
poster in the foyer with all the details.

Chaim Aruchim

We wish Chaim Aruchim to the following who have Yahrtzeit this week:
Shabbos, 8th Av - Alex Pfeffer for his father
Mon, 10th Av - Howard Sacho for his mother
Fri, 14th Av - R’ Yosef Yitzchok Chalomish for his mother
Fri, 14th Av - Steven Mills for his father

A Handful of Hate 				

Dov Brysh

The story of Kamtza and Bar Kamtza is the quintessential tale of Sinas
Chinam. It gets a loooot of airtime. And yet, when you think about it,
it sounds rather like the kind of thing you’d hear down the pub from
a recently retired black-cab driver who is three-and-a-half sheets to
the wind:
“Right so there was this bloke, right, and he was throwin’ a knees-up
Mother Brown round ‘is gaff, yeah, so he sends ‘is Man Charlie to get
‘is mate Kamtza. Only the Man Charlie is a right Charlie, innee? And he
only goes and gets Bar Kamtza instead, yeah, and they’ve got proper
beef. But Bar Kamtza, well, he thinks that the guy wants to bury the
hatchet, no ‘arm done, everything pukka, movin’ right on. So he goes
to the shindig, dunnee? And well, it don’t take much to know that
as soon as the geezer gets a gander of Bar Kamtza he goes right off
on one. ‘As ‘im kicked right out, dunne? Bang. Straight on the turf.
And get this, right, there was a buncho rabbis there’n’all and they just
keep shtum, don’t say naffin’. And this really narks Bar Kamtza right
up and he thinks to ‘imself that ‘e’s ‘ad it right up to here with the
bang lot of ‘em. So he pops off to Rome, yeah, and goes “Oy, Caesar!
The Judeans are revoltin’” and Caesar, right, Caesar’s thinkin’ “oi, oi,
what’s all this then” so Bar Kamtza tells ‘im to send an animal for the
Jews to offer in their Temple and if they ain’t gonna do it, well then
Caesar me old chuffer, that’s the proof of the puddin’ innit? Now,
Bar Kamtza is a sneaky old mucker and whilst they’re on the boat he
puts a little scratch on the cow’s eyelid, or maybe it was the ear, nah,
think it might have been the lip, whatever it was, don’t make much
difference dunnit coz now the cow’s a write-off. Well at least for the
Jews it is anyway, Romans don’t give a fig for that kind of thing. And
now all the rabbis, right, they’re havin’ a right barney about whether
or not they can sacrifice it, yeah, coz they don’t want to cheese off

the Roman geezer, Caesar, but they also don’t want to make out as if
it’s alright to sacrifice a scratched up cow. Yeah, well the chief rabbi
he says naffin’ doin’ and that’s that. Boom. No sacrifice. And, well,
Caesar goes men’al dunne and, well, it’s down the cleaners for ol’
Judea innit? Sad that, but what canya do?”
I mean, the whole story is just, well, odd. Let’s start with the obvious
questions: who is the host and, given that he is pretty responsible for
the whole thing, why is he never named? Bar Kamtza goes down in
infamy for what must be the world record over-reaction to anything
ever. Even poor Kamtza, who is in no way involved except for being
friendly with the world’s worst dinner host and having a similar name
to Bar Kamtza, gets his name splashed all over the pages of history.
The host who causes all the trouble? No idea who he is. Why is he
allowed to be forgotten?
Secondly, Kamtza and Bar Kamtza. Really? So those were their actual
names. Um, yeah. And they’re not exactly that similar. They’re more
like Jack and Jackson than Thomson and Thompson.
And the questions go on and on and on. Why can the host not
tolerate Bar Kamtza even for a second? And what are the chachomim
at the party thinking? And why does Bar Kamtza have to use this
whole korban baal mum shtick to “prove” to Caesar that the Jews
are revolting? He could point to any of the literally dozens of Jewish
groups at the time, such as the Sicarii, that were openly declaring
revolt against the Roman empire, so what’s with the subterfuge? And
why a korban baal mum anyway, seems a pretty elaborate way to go
around doing it and ran the huge risk of the sanhedrin paskening to
bring the korban anyway in which case his plan would have all been
for nothing.
Just odd.
Or maybe not.
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Mincha & Kabbolas Shabbos
Candle Lighting
Shacharis - Hashkomo
2nd Shacharis
y"w onf seq
Mincha
Ta’anis Starts
Motzei Shabbos
Maariv & Eicho
Tisha B’Av Shacharis
Mincha
Programme
Mincha & Maariv
Ta’anis Ends
Mon / Thurs
Tues / Wed / Fri
Mincha & Maariv
Late Maariv

7.30pm
7.45pm-7.55pm
7.30am
9.30am
9.08am
2.00pm / 6.00pm / 9.32pm
9.26pm
10.37pm
10.50pm
8.30am
2.00pm
7.00pm
9.05pm (Tefillin 9.00pm)
10.26pm
6.45am / 7.10am / 8.00am
6.45am / 7.20am / 8.00am
7.45pm
10.25pm
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When you realise why Chazal specifically gave Kamtza and Bar Kamtza
those aliases the whole thing starts to make sense. You see, kamtza is
Aramaic for the Hebrew “kometz” - the handful of flour and oil from
every korban mincha that went on the mizbe’ach. And the kometz
was a very unusual measurement. With the single exception of the
melo chafnav of ketores that the kohen gadol brought on Yom Kippur,
every single other halachic measurement is an average: a kzayis is the
volume of an average sized olive, an ama is the length of an average
sized forearm, toch k’dei dibbur is the average length of time it
takes to say “shalom alecha rebi”. The kometz, however, was entirely
dependent on the size of a particular kohen’s hands. A kohen with
bigger hands measured out a bigger kometz, a kohen with smaller
hands measured out a smaller kometz. What’s more is that a kometz
was very, very precise – it was what fit exactly between the middle
three fingers and the palm. Anything even slightly peeking out of the
top was to be brushed off with the thumb, and anything out of the
bottom was to be brushed off with the little finger. The three middle
fingers, no more and no less. But each three fingers different.
And when we realise that as well as meaning “son” the word “bar”
in Aramaic can also mean “except for”, “apart from” or “outside”
then we’re three-quarters of the way to understanding. Bar Kamzta
is outside the kometz, the bits brushed away because they didn’t fit
into the subjective and precise measurement.
So now we can piece it all together. The host is anonymous because
he represents anyone and everyone. He is friendly with his kamzta
– someone who fits into his narrow, precise and entirely subjective
view of kadosh – and cannot stand the sight of anyone who is even
the slightest drop outside of it. And so when Shua the bar kamtza
comes to the party instead of Shaya the kamzta he cannot tolerate it.
He is righteously indignant – what is this apikores doing in his house?
And of course the chachomim who are there are those who share his
outlook, they too are his kamtzas otherwise he would not (indeed
could not) accept them as being chachomim, and so they are quite
happy for Shua the bar kamtza to be kicked out; they cannot be seen
in the company of such a shaygetz after all. Now Bar Kamtza figures
that if he’s out by a nanometer he might as well be out by a mile and,
much like Haman telling Achashverosh that his plan for annihilation
would succeed because the Jews were mefuzar umeforad, he lets
Caesar know that the Jewish revolt would fail because of the tiny
insignificant blemishes that each group sees in the others (and chas
v’shalom that anything from the outside could ever be accepted).
Yes, when the chachomim said that the korban was pasul it was
technically the right decision but the Gemara still says that they should
have been makriv it anyway.
And this, Chazal tell us, is the very essence of sinas chinam. When
we invalidate people left, right and centre for the smallest, tiniest
deviation from what we have subjectively defined as hekdesh; when
should you dare to disagree one iota with my opinion you are a
choteh umachti who will burn for all eternity and we can quote every
Chazal and Rambam saying how it is therefore a mitzvah to hate you,
you rasha umushchas; when unless you fit into my 3 finger’s worth
of kedusha you get contemptuously brushed away. And that’s when
HKBH says “no more!”.
No more Eretz Yisrael, the eretz hatzvi which stretched to
accommodate everyone. No more Beis Hamikdash where people
were omdin zekufin umishtachavin revachin – everyone had their
own space to serve.
No more Yerushalyim which was half the portion of Yehuda and half in
Binyamin so that no one shevet could claim that theirs alone was the
holiest place on Earth. And so now it’s our turn to say “no more”. No
more shouts of “apikores!”, no more “they’re too extreme/not extreme
enough”, no more “my way or the highway”. And when we’ve done
that, in the words of the song, we shall cry no more.

originally printed in Hamodia Inyan
As COVID restrictions have eased, there has been discussion about
people not returning to the Beis HaKnesses for Davening. How can
we encourage people to come back to Shul for all Tefillos?
One of the fallouts of COVID-19 that we face at this time is drawing the
people back to the Beis HaKnesses . Some are under the impression
that as long as they are Davening with a Minyan, it is irrelevant if they
gather in the convenience of a back garden or marquee as opposed
to a Beis HaKnesses. This is a problem that not only affects the
quality of our Tefillos, but it can strike at the heart of our standing as
a Kehillah. If people would only be aware of the importance of the
Beis HaKnesses , they would have a different attitude toward their
attendance in Shul.
It is important to know the significance of Kedushas Beis HaKnesses
in Halachah and Hashkafah. In Ohel Moshe, I quote sources from
Rishonim and Acharonim that the Kedushah of a Shul is comparable
to that of the Beis HaMikdash itself. Indeed, the Sefer Yerei’im (394)
writes that the, Mitzvah d’Oraisa of u’Mikdashi Tira’u (Vayikra 26:2),
which obligates us to have fear and awe of the Beis HaMikdash,
applies to a Beis HaKnesses , and it is therefore prohibited to speak
idle chatter or calculate mundane matters in a Shul.
It is unfortunate that there are some people who do not realise, in
what esteem we must hold the Beis HaKnesses. Imagine if a person
lived a block or two from the Beis HaMikdash and refrained from
entering due to inconvenience or laziness! We all have our own local
Mikdash Me’at, which is comparable to the Beis HaMikdash, and
some people are failing to return now that we are allowed. If this
is our attitude then surely we are lacking in our understanding of its
Kedushah. If we all show how much we wish to dwell in the house
of Hashem, to pour out our hearts in Tefillah in this Makom Kadosh, it
will certain show Hashem that we await the day when we can return
to the third Beis Hamikdash
Looking forward to welcoming back ALL our Mispallelim!

Ending of Covid Restrictions and Returning To Shul
Excerpt from an interview with Harav Yosef Moshe Scheinerman
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